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Skullsworn (Chronicle of the Unhewn Throne) by Brian Staveley #Fantasy@best_audiobooks #Brian_Staveley @best_audiobooks Brian Staveley's new standalone returns to the critically acclaimed Chronicle of the Unhewn Throne universe, after the priestess tries to join the ranks of No Death.Vollständig anzeigen...
Pyrre Lakatur does not like the word skullsworn. It fails to capture the faith and mercy, peace, and beauty of her devotion to the God of Death. She is not, in her mind, a murderer, not a murderer - she is a priestess. At least she will be a priestess if she manages to pass her last trial. The problem is not killing. Pyrre has
been killing and training to kill, studying with some of the most deadly men and women in the world since she was eight. The problem, strangely, is love. To pass her Trial, Pyrre has ten days to kill ten people listed in the ancient song, including what you like/which won't come again. Pyrre isn't sure she's ever been in
love. If she were a member of another religious order, less devoted, disciplined order, she would cheat. Ananshael priests, however, don't look kind to the cheaters. If Pyrre can't find someone to love, or fails to kill that someone, they will give her a god. Pyrre is not afraid to die, but she hates to give up, hates to fail, and
so, with a month before her trial begins, she returns to the city of her birth, a place where she long offered an abusive father to God and abandoned a battered brother, in the hope of finding love... and end it on the edge of her sword. Emperor Blades (Chronicle of the Unhewn Throne #1) by Brian Staveley
#Fantasy@best_audiobooks #Brian_Staveley @best_audiobooksBook one epic fantasy maneuver of empire, fans of George R. R. Martin and Douglas Hulick.The circle is approaching. The stakes are high. And the old truths will live again . . . The Emperor has been murdered, leaving the annurian empire in turmoil. Now
his descendants must bury their grief and prepare to unsalight the conspiracy. His son Valyn, training in the empire's deadliest fighting force, hears the news of the ocean away. He waited for the challenge, but after several incidents and a warning from a dying soldier, he understood that his life was in danger. However,
before Valina can act, he must survive the mercenary's brutal final launch. Meanwhile, the emperor's daughter, Minister Adare, hunts for his father's murderer in the capital itself. The court's policy can be fatal, but she needs justice. And Kaden, heir to the empire, studies in a remote monastery. Here, Blank God's
disciples teach him in harsh ways – which Kaden is the master of to unleash his ancient powers. When the imperial delegation arrives, he has learned enough to perceive evil intent. But will it keep him alive because of the long hidden powers of making him move? Page 2 Happy Letter with Vi Keeland
#Romance@best_audiobooks #Vi_Keeland @best_audiobooks From New York Times best-selling authors Vi Keeland and Penelope Ward comes to a love story about taking opportunities and surprises that come with them. Näytä kokonaan... My love story all started with a letter. Only it wasn't from the man with whom I
would eventually fall in love. It was from his daughter. A sweet little girl named Birdie Maxwell who'd written on the magazine that I worked for. You see, once a year, my employer fulfilled some wishes for readers. For months, only this column has started. So I fulfilled some of her desires myself. It was harmless... so I
thought. Until one day I took things too far. While anonymously giving yet another Birdie wish, I got a look at her father. Her devastatingly beautiful, lonely dad father. I would have stopped playing fairy aunt then. I should have been left well enough alone. But I just couldn't help myself. I had a connection with this girl. One
that had me acting irrationally. Just like showing up on their doorstep. 5.7K Piranesi by Susanna Clarke #Fantasy@best_audiobooks #Susanna_Clarke @best_audiobooks From New York Times bestselling author Jonathan Strange &amp; Mr. Norrell, an intoxicating, hypnotic new novel made a dreamy alternative to
reality. Näytä kokonaan... Piranesi house is not an ordinary building: its rooms are endless, its corridors endless, its walls are lined with thousands of to thousands of statues, each different from everyone else. In the halls, the labyrinth is trapped in the ocean; Waves thunder up stairs, rooms are flooded in an instant. But
Piranesi is not afraid; he understands the tide when he understands the same labyrinth pattern. He lives to explore the house. There is another man in the house, a man called Citi, who visits Piranesi twice a week and asks for help with research in Great and Secret Knowledge. But as Piranesi explores, evidence
emerges of another person, and the terrible truth begins to unravel, revealing the world behind one Piranesi has always known. For readers of Neil Gaiman's Ocean at the end of the Lane and fans of Madeline Miller's Circe, Piranesi introduces an amazing new world, an endless maze full of amazing images and surreal
beauty, haunted by tides and clouds. 5.2K giver stars with Jojo Moyes #Historical_Fiction@best_audiobooks #Jojo_Moyes @best_audiobooks From author Of Me Before You, set in depression-era America, a breathtaking story about five extraordinary women and their remarkable journey through Kentucky and beyond
the mountains. Näytä kokonaan... Alice Wright marries handsome American Bennett Van Cleve in hopes of avoiding her stifling life in England. But the small town of Kentucky quickly turns out to be equally claustrophobic, especially living with her listening father-in-law. So , when the call is for the women's team to deliver
books as part of Eleanor Roosevelt's new traveling library, Alice signs of enthusiasm. The leader, and soon Alice's greatest ally, is Margery, a smart-spoken, self-sufficient woman who has never asked for a man's permission for anything. They will be joined by three other singule women who become known as The
Kentucky Packhorse Librarians. What happens to them and the men they love becomes a memorable drama of loyalty, justice, humanity and passion. These heroic women refuse to be a besle-edict or a suffix. And while they face all sorts of dangers in a landscape that is sometimes breathtakingly beautiful, others brutal,
they committed to their work: bringing books to people who never had, armouring them with facts that will change their lives. Based on a true story rooted in America's past, the giver of stars is unparalleled in its scope and epic in its story. Funny, heartbreaking, enthralling, it's supposed to become a modern classic—a
richly rewarding novel of female friendship, true love, and about what happens when we reach out to our grasp of the great behind. 18K I highly recommend this book! I read it several months ago and am so excited to listen to the audiobook! Thanks so much for posting! Do you have any MM romances for a new :) Hi! I
have posted 3 suggestions ;) man you should message them? TIA Näytä seuraavat kommentit Elsewhere with Dean Koontz #Horror@best_audiobooks #Dean_Koontz@best_audiobooks fate of the world is in the hands of father and daughter in the epic novel wonder and terror by Dean Koontz, #1 New York Times
bestselling master of suspense. Näytä kokonaan... Since his wife, Michelle, left seven years ago, Jeffy Coltrane has worked to maintain a normal life for himself and his eleven-year-old daughter, Amity, in Suavidad Beach. It is a quiet life until the local eccentric known as Spooky Ed appears on their doorstep. Ed entrusts
Jeffy with hiding a strange and dangerous object, something he calls the key to everything, and tells Jeffy that he should never use the device. But after visits from a group of ominous men, Jeffy and Amity found themselves accidentally activating the key and revealing an extraordinary truth. The device allows them to
jump between parallel planes instantly familiar and bizarre, miraculous and terrifying. And Jeffy and Amity can't help but wonder, could Michelle be just a click away? Jeffy and Amity are not the only ones interested in the device. A man with a dark purpose is in pursuit, determined to exploit his grand potential for profound
evil. Unless Amity and Jeffy can beat him, the place they call home can never be safe again. 13K Thank you! Sounds like an exciting Dean Koontz pageturner Invisible Life Addie LaRue with Ve Schwab #Fantasy@best_audiobooks #V_E_Schwab@best_audiobooks Life One will remember. You'll never forget the story.
Näytä kokonaan... France, 1714: In a desperate moment, a young woman makes a Faustian bargain to live forever, and is cursed to forget it by all she meets. Thus begins the extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and the dazzling adventure that will be beyond the centuries and continents, throughout history and art, as a
young woman learns how far she will go to leave her mark on the world. But everything changes when, after nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across the young man's hidden bookstore, and he remembers her name. Addie LaRue 1 1 of 6 The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue 2 of 6 The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue 3 of 6
The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue 4 of 6 The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue 5 of 6 The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue 6 of 6 17K The Hollow Places by T. Kingfisher #Horror@best_audiobooks #T_Kingfisher @best_audiobooks A young woman discovers a strange site in her uncle's house as a result of insanity and terror in
this gripping new novel from the author's innovative, unexpected and absolutely chilling (Mira Grant, Nebula Award-winning author) Twisted Ones.Näytä kokonaan... Pray, they're hungry. Kara finds these words in a mysterious bunker that she has discovered behind a hole in the wall of her uncle's house. Freshly divorced
and living at home, Kara is now becoming obsessed with these mysterious words and begins exploring the peculiar bunker, only to discover that it keeps portals countless substitutes for reality. But these places are haunted creatures who seem to hear thoughts... and the more you fear them, the stronger it becomes.
With its distinctive delightfully fresh and subversive (SF Bluestocking) prose and strange, sinister wonder found in Guillermo del Toro's Pan's Labyrinth, Hollow Places is another compelling and white-knuckled horror novel that you won't be able to put down. 13K Invisible Girl by Lisa Jewell #Thriller@best_audiobooks
#Lisa_Jewell @best_audiobooks author of the rich, dark, and intricately twisted (Ruth Ware, New York Times bestselling author) The Family Upstairs returns with another taut and white knuckled thriller after a group of people whose lives are shockingly intersected when a young woman disappears. Näytä kokonaan...
Owen Pick's life will collapse. In his thirties, a virgin, and living in his aunt's spare bedroom, he has just been suspended from his job as a geography teacher following accusations of sexual misconduct, which he strongly denies. In search of professional advice online, he is inadvertently sucked into the dark world of
incel-forced celibacy-forums, where he meets the charismatic, mysterious, and sinister Bryn. Across the street from Owen lives in the Fours family, is run by mom Cate, a physiotherapist, and dad Roan, a child psychologist. But The Fours family has a bad feeling about their neighbor Owen. He is a bit creepy and their
teenaged daughter swears he followed her home from the train station one night. Meanwhile, young Saffyre Maddox spent three years as a patient in Roan Fours. Feeling abandoned when their therapy ends, she is looking for other ways to maintain her connection with him by following him in the shadows and learning
more than she wanted to know about Roan and his family. Then, on Valentine's Night, Saffyre Maddox disappears and the last person to see her alive is Owen Pick. With evocative, vivid, and unputdownable prose and more disturbing twists and turns, Jewell's latest thriller is yet another haunting, atmospheric, stay-upway-too-late read (Miranda Megan, the New York Times bestselling author). 14K sleep in the Sea of Stars christopher Paolini #Sci_fi@best_audiobooks #Christopher_Paolini @best_audiobooks Sleep at Sea Stars is a brand new epic novel from New York Times bestselling author Christopher Paolini.Näytä kokonaan...
Kira Navárez dreamed of living in new worlds. Now she's awake a nightmare. During a daily survey of missions on an unmemed planet, Kira finds an alien relic. At first she is delighted, but the elation turns to terror when the ancient dust around her begins to move. As war erupts between the stars, Kira is launched into a
galaxy-spanning odyssey of discovery and transformation. The first contact is not at all what she imagined, and events push her to the very limits of what it means to be human. While Kira faces its horrors, the Earth and its colonies stand on the brink of destruction. Now, Kira could be humanity's greatest and last hope . .
. 30K Roommaid by Sariah Wilson #Romance@best_audiobooks #Sariah_Wilson @best_audiobooks From bestselling author Sariah Wilson comes a charming romance about living your life one dream at a time. Näytä kokonaan... Madison Huntington is determined to live her dreams. This means getting out of under her
family's wealth and influence, saying no to the family business, her benefits, and her home. But on a teacher's salary, the real world comes as a rude awakening, especially when she wakes up every morning on a colleague's couch. To get a place for her (without cockroaches, mold, or crime scene tape), Madison takes
the position as a roommaid. In exchange for a free room and board, all she has to do is keep her busy roommate in the penthouse clean and his dog company. So what if she never washed the dish in her life. She can understand that, right? Madison is pretty sure she can fake it well enough that Tyler Roth will never
know the difference. The financial whiz is rich and privileged and navigates in the same social circles as her parents, but for him he only has a teacher who needs an apartment. He's all Madison has run away from, but his kind nature, smile, and unexpected insecurity just makes her want to get closer. And Tyler warms
up to the movement. Rewarding work. Perfect guy. Great future. With everything so good, what could go wrong? Madison is going to find out. 27K you had me a dog I like the cover I really liked this, but I don't like that narrator Gabby, YES! I couldn't stand her way of thyrdering every word as if she were broadcasting it in
a football stadium. Drove me nuts! I had to skip all the titles and just get to the end! Devil and Dark Water stuart Turton #Mystery@best_audiobooks #Stuart_Turton@best_audiobooks Murder on the High Seas. Detective duo. A demon who may or may not exist. Näytä kokonaan... It is 1634 and Samuel Pipps, the world's
largest detective, is being transported to Amsterdam to be executed for a crime he may or may not have committed. Traveling with him is his loyal bodyguard, not Hayes, who is determined to prove his friend innocent. But no sooner will they bring to sea than the devilish begins to blight the journey. The decks of the clark.
Strange symbols appear on the sails. Livestock is slaughtered. And then three passengers are marked as death, including Samuel. Is the demon responsible for his own misfortune? With Pipps imprisoned, just can't solve the mystery of connecting each passenger onboard. A mystery that stretches back to its past and
now threatens to sink the ship, killing everyone on board. 25K Thank you so much for sharing them, but is there a way to upload audio sharing to a website or cloud? it gets hard to get audio from VK here, and listening here is definitely uncofortable... Thank you in advance! download is not available from 2 to 6. :( You
Had Me at Hola with Alexis Daria #Romance@best_audiobooks #Alexis_Daria@best_audiobooks Leading Ladies don't end up on tabloid covers. Näytä kokonaan... After a messy public meltdown, soap opera darling Jasmine Lin Rodriguez finds her face splashed across the tabloids. When she returns to her hometown
of New York City to film a starring role in a bilingual romantic comedy on the number one streaming service in the country, Jasmine figures her new Leading Lady plan would be easy enough to follow until casting shake-up pairs her with telenovelak hun Ashton Suárez. Leading Ladies don't need a man to be happy. After
his last telenovela character was killed off, Ashton is worried his career is dead as well. Joining this new cast as a last minute addition will give him the opportunity to show off his acting chops to American audiences and ping the radar of Hollywood casting agents. For this to work, he will need to create smoking hot onscreen chemistry with Jasmine. Easier said than done, especially when the devastating first impression smothers on any sexual heat they might have had embers. Leading Ladies do rebound with your new costars. With their careers on the line, Jasmine and Ashton agree to attempt privately. But the attempt leads to
kissing, and kissing leads to a behind-the-scenes romance worthy of soap operas. Although their on-screen performance is improving, in the media spotlight Jasmine soon threatens to destroy her new image and expose Ashton's most valuablely guarded secret. 32K This will be just us With Jo Kaplan
#Horror@best_audiobooks #Jo_Kaplan @best_audiobooks Sam Wakefield's ancestral home, a decaying mansion built on the edge of a swamp, isn't a place for kids. Its labyrinth halls, built by her mad ancestors, are filled with echoes of the past: ghosts and memories knotted together as one. Näytä kokonaan... In the
presence of phantoms, it's all Sam can do to separate the past from the present in her daily life. But when her pregnant sister Elizabeth moves after a fight with her husband, something in the house shifts. Already navigating her tumultuous relationship with Elizabeth, Sam is still restless with the appearance of a new
ghost: a standless boy who commits disturbing acts, threatening animals, terrorizing other children, and following Sam into the house of a dowel-wielding knife. When it becomes clear the boy is connected to a locked, forgotten room that has never been entered, Sam realizes this ghost is not like the others. This boy
brings doom. As Elizabeth's deadline approaches, Sam must unravel the secrets of Wakefield before her sister brings a new life to the house marked by death. But as the bezs faceless boy grows stronger, Sam will learn that some doors should remain closed, and some secrets are safer locked away forever. 29K
Minders John Marrs #Thriller@best_audiobooks #John_Marrs@best_audiobooks Everyone has secrets. They know your... Näytä kokonaan... In the 21st century, information is king. But computers can be hacked, files can be split. So a unique government initiative has been set up. Five ordinary people have been
chosen to become the latest weapon to thwart cyberterroors. A revolutionary medical procedure has turned them into the ultimate secret holders - the country's most secretive information has been taken offline and turned into a genetic code implanted in their heads. Together, five know every mystery - the truth behind
every government's lies, conspiracy theory and up. Only someone has discovered who the secret holders are. And one by one, they are hunted ... One of the most exciting, original thriller writers out there. I never miss one of his books – SIMON KERNICK 25K Hi! Sorry! Do you have a certain version of the series
Laurelin Paige ePub? Loved when no one was watching, but I wanted to know if I can download it to my files. If anyone knows how to, please answer. Anti-boyfriend with Penelope Ward #Romance@best_audiobooks #Penelope_Ward @best_audiobooks No. York Times' placing on the market, author Penelope Ward,
comes a new standalone novel. Näytä kokonaan... At first, my neighbor Deacon made me. Of course, he was great and friendly. But our walls were thin, and sometimes, he'd put women in his place and keep me awake while he entertained them. Like a single mother to an infant, I don't appreciate it. So, it was finally my
turn. When my daughter didn't stop wailing one night, Mr. Manwhore came knocking at my door. Miraculously, after the sound of his voice, Sunny stopped crying. And when he was holding her... she finally fell asleep in his arms. The deacon was rough on the outside, but apparently from the inside? Mr. Single-andReady-to-mingle was a baby whisperer. After we became friends. He'd go for a coffee go. Come to chatting. Normal buddy stuff. But over time, our conversations ran deeper. We were coming. Until one night we crossed the line. Our friendship turned into a complex mess. I'd gone and fallen for a guy who'd sworn in at
the commitment and the kids. I knew Deacon started taking care of me too, although Sunny and I didn't fit into any plan he'd ever imagined for myself. He made a mistake in me, so wrong that I'd name him an anti-friend. So why do I want more than anything that I can have one woman to change her? 48K When No one
watches with Alyssa Cole #Thriller@best_audiobooks #Alyssa_Cole @best_audiobooks Rear Window meets Get Out in this gripping thriller from the critically acclaimed and New York Times Notable Author, in which the gentrification of the Brooklyn neighborhood takes on a sinister new meaning... Näytä kokonaan...
Sydney Green is Brooklyn born and raised, but her beloved neighborhood seems to change every time she flashes. Condos are sprouting like a sprouting, for sale signs popping up overnight, and neighbors she has known all her life is disappearing. Keeping on her community past and present, Sydney channels her
frustration into a walking tour and finds an unlikely and unwanted assistant in one of the newcomers to the block, her neighbor Theo. But Sydney and Theo's deep dive into history quickly becomes a dizzying descent into paranoia and fear. Their neighbors may not have moved to the suburbs after all, and the push to
revive the community can be more deadly than advertised. When is coincidence a conspiracy? Where do people go when gentrification pushes them? Can Sydney and Theo trust each other or themselves long enough to find out before they also disappear? 41K Anxious People fredrik backman
#Fiction@best_audiobooks #Fredrik_Backman @best_audiobooks This is a lively comedy about a crime that never happened, a so-be bank robber who disappears into the air, and eight very worried strangers who believe they have more in common than they ever imagined. Apartment inspection does not turn into a life
or death situation, but this particular open house becomes just that when there is no bank robber bursts and takes everyone's apartment hostage. As the pressure mounts, eight strangers slowly begin to open each other and discover long hidden truths. As police surround rooms and television channels broadcast
hostage situation live, tension mounts and even deeper secrets are slowly revealed. A long time ago, the robber has to decide which is a more terrible prospect: going out with the police or staying in an apartment with this impossible group of people. 36K Ghost Tree by Christina Henry #Horror@best_audiobooks
#Christina_Henry @best_audiobooks When people go missing in the sleepy town of Smith's Hollow, the only clue to their fate comes when a teenager starts having terrifying visions of a chilling horror novel from the country's bestselling author Christina Henry. When the bodies of two girls are found torn apart in the town
of Smiths Hollow, Lauren is surprised, but she also expects that the police will not find the killer. After all, a year before her father's body was found with his heart missing, and since then everyone has moved on. Even her best friend Miranda has become more interested in boys than spending time at the old ghost tree
as they used to when they were kids. So when Lauren has a vision of a monster pulling remnants of girls through the forest, she knows she can't just do anything. Not the rest of her town. But as she draws closer answers, she realizes that the foundation of her seemingly normal city could rotten at the center. And if no
one else means missing, she will. 29K Can not download audio files 4-6 parts)) Vitaly, the same, but I can only download part 1, the rest gives back error :( I was able to download all the audio files. I'm following on to it. I have an extension in my browser Opera, called Safefrom. Try this one)) Loved the narrator and the
story is good too. Suitable for teenagers. Utopia Avenue David Mitchell #Fiction@best_audiobooks #David_Mitchell @best_audiobooks Utopia Avenue is the strangest British band you've never heard of. Emerging from the London psychedelic scene in 1967 and fronted by folksinger Elf Holloway, guitar demigod Jasper
de Zoet and blues bassist Dean Moss, Utopia Avenue released only two LPs during its short and blazing journey from Soho clubs and draughty ballrooms to the top of the Pops and Spike chart success to glory in Amsterdam, jail in Rome and the fateful American for two weeks in the fall of 1968. David Mitchell's new
novel tells the unseemled story on Utopia Avenue; riots in the streets and in the head of the revolution; drugs, murderers, insanity, love, sex, death, art; of the families we choose, and those we do not; from fame to Faustian Covenant and stardom's wobbly staircase. Can we troubled times in the world, does the world
change us? Utopia means nowhere, but could a shinier world be grasped if only we had a map? 34K Perfectly Imperfect Woman with Milly Johnson #Romance@best_audiobooks #Milly_Johnson @best_audiobooks Marnie Salt has made so many mistakes in her life that she fears she will never get on the right track. But
when she meets an old lady on a baking chat room and starts to trust her, little does she know how her life will change. Näytä kokonaan... Arranging to see each other for lunch, Marnie finds discovers that Lilian is every bit as crazy and delightful as she'd hoped for – and that she owns the whole village of the Yorkshire
Dales that has been passed down for generations. And when Marnie needs refuge after the crisis, she ups the sticks and heads of Wychwell – a temporary measure, so she thinks. But soon Marnie finds that Wychwell has requested her as his own, and she is obliged not to leave. Even if that's what she needs to do,
makes her unpopular as a force for 12 gale confetti in the factory! But everyone has imperfections, as Marnie comes to understand, and it's not that bad – after all, your flaws are perfect for a heart that is meant to make you love. Perfectly Imperfect Woman is a heart-warming and hilarious new novel from the queen feel
good fiction - a novel of family, secrets, love and redemption ... and broken hearts embody and made all things stronger than it. 40K Can not download audio files Jolina, get yourself VKMusic 4 - very user friendly and free piece of software to download both audio and video files from VK. Google be with you!))) Just type
the name of the program into the search bar, and you will have a ton of links, including one that offers software for Android. Not sure if it's viable. I have only one pc. Почему файлы не открываются?! Do you have poly paul dalgarno? Näytä seuraava kommentti Page 3 Stranger strange Land Robert A. Heinlein (part
1)Only Valentine Michael Smith, newborn, survived the first mission to Mars. The Martians raised, returned to Earth an innocent, rich heir and the owner of Mars. Protected by irascible popular author Jubal Harshaw, he explores human morality and free love, noble churches, and distributes psychic talent taught by

Martians. Job title Ķetics. The stranger points to the Bible, 2:22, 2.Sei. Christmas Carol by Charles DickensOne of the best-loved and most quoted stories of the man who invented the Christmas-English writer Charles Dickens-Christmas Carol debuted in 1843 and has touched the hearts of millions ever since. Cruel
miser Ebeneezer Scrooge has never met a shilling he does not like ... and hardly the man he does. And he hates Christmas the most. When Scrooge visits his old partner, Jacob Marley, and ghosts in Christmas Past, In the present and at Christmas, he learns eternal teachings of charity, kindness, and goodwill.
Experience a true Victorian Christmas! This Lullaby by Sarah Dessen (part 1) When it comes to relationships, Remy doesn't mess around. After all, she has learned everything that needs to be learned from her mother, who is currently working on husband number five. But there's something about Dexter that seems to
defy all of Remy's rules. He certainly doesn't seem like Mr. Right. For some reason, however, Remy just can't seem to shake him. Could it be that Remy is beginning to understand what these love songs are all about? NOS4A2 by Joe hill (part 4) 21: Christmasland, July 7-9 04 22: Christmasland, July 7-9 05 23: Triumph,
One Eternal Christmas Eve 24: Come All Ye Faithful, Oct NOS4A2 by Joe Hill (part 3) 15: Search Engine, July 6-7 03 16: Search Engine, July 6-7 04 17: Search Engine, July 6-7 05 18: Christmasland, July 7-9 01 19 : Christmas Land, July 7-9 20 : Christmas Land, 7-9 July 03 NOS4A2 by Joe hill (Part 2) 09: Bad Mother,
16 July 16, 2011-6 July 2012 02 02 10: Bad Mother, December 16, 2011-6 July 2012 03 11: Bad Mother, Dec 16, 2011-July 6, 2012 04 12: Bad Mother, Dec 16, 2011-6 July 2012 05 13: Search Engine, July 6-7 01 14 : Search Engine, July 6-7 02 NOS4A2 by Joe hill (part 1) NOS4A2 is a spine-tingling novel of
supernatural ignorance from the master of horror Joe Hill, New York Times bestselling author Heart-Shaped Box and Horns.Victoria McQueen has a secret gift for finding things: a misplaced bracelet, missing photography, answers to unanswered questions. On her Raleigh Tuff Burner Burner, she makes her way to the
rickety bridge, which, subject to moments, takes her to where she has to go, whether it's across Massachusetts or across the country. Charles Talent Manx is way with kids. He likes to take those rides on his 1938 Rolls-Royce wreath with a NOS4A2 vanity plate. With his old car, he can slip directly out of the everyday
world, and into the hidden roads that transport them to the amazing - and terrifying - playground attractions he calls christmas land. Then one day Vic searches for trouble and finds Manx. It was a lifetime ago. Now Vic, the only child to ever escape Manx's unmitigated evil, is all that grown up and desperately wants to
forget. But Charlie Manx has never stopped thinking about Victoria McQueen. He's on his way again, and he's taken a new passenger: Vic's own son. 00: Prologue: Season's Greetings, Dec 01: The Shorter Way, 1986-1989 02: Spicy Menace, 1990 03: Librarian, 1991 04: Disappearance, 1991-1996 05: Sleigh House,
1996 06: Intermediate: Ecstasy Spirit, 2000-2012 01 07: Intermediate: Ecstasy Spirit, 2000–20002012 02 08: Poor mother, 16 December 2011 –6 July 2012 Page 01 4 Legend of Washington's Irving Hollow of Sleepiness Irving's second masterpiece, the ghost story of things that go bump at night. Specter, who here is a
mysterious Headless Horseman, said hessian trooper who lost his head in a nearby fight. Every night he wanders the countryside looking for it. Альтернативное прочтение Чипом Доком:Вашингтон Ирвинг - Легенда о Сонной лОглийском) фільм ішов буквально нелодавно навно на ТV,не сподобався... дивилася
заради Д.Д :)) diary of the Wimpy Kid by Jeff Kinney (Illustrated)Boys do not keep diaries or do they? The launch of an exciting and innovatively illustrated new series of stories by a memorable kid in every family can relate toIt's new school year, and Greg Heffley finds himself thrust into a high school where underweaklings share hallways with children who are taller, meaner, and already shaving. Growing up before you're ready for danger is uniquely revealed with words and draws, as Greg records them in his diary. Scream Haunted Mask with LJ Stine wear and scare! What would Carly Beth be on Halloween this year? Terrified!
Late at night, the ugly green mask is mysteriously inviting to her and ugly green masks don't like to ignore. If Carly Beth survives the night, even a scary amusement park might sound like a vacation. Or maybe not! At HorrorLand, every night is Halloween. And those monster masks? They don't have masks at all. FACE
YOUR FEAR! Scream of the Haunted Mask 1 Scream from Haunted Mask 2 20th Century Ghosts by Joe HillGenre: HorrorImogene is young and beautiful. She kisses as a movie star and knows everything about every movie ever made. She is also dead and waiting at the Rosebud Theatre for Alec Sheldon one
afternoon in 1945.... The ghost of the 20th century Хорошо начитано, хороший рассказ. Winnie-the-Pooh by A.A. Milne (part 1) Here are two great storybooks chronicling the adventures of Christopher Robin and all the inhabitants of One Hundred Acre Wood, as well as two charming volumes of poems. Bright color and
true spirit, these are books to give-a-to Pooh fans of all ages. The Secret Window, Secret Garden by Stephen KingGenre: HorrorDiso's second four-part audio series from Stephen King's bestselling book, Four Past Midnight.Recently divorced writer Mort Rainey is just tashmore Lake – that is, until a figure named John
Shooter arrives, pointing the accusing finger. Before I Fall with Lauren Oliver (part 1)What if you had only one day to live? What would you do? What would you kiss? And how far do you go to save your life? Samantha Kingston has it all: looks, popularity, perfect friend. Friday, February 12th, would be just another day of
her charmed life. Instead, it turns out that her Catch: Samantha is still waking up the next morning. Living on the last day of her life seven times in one miraculous week, she will separate the mystery surrounding her death and reveal the true value of everything she threatens to lose. OH BABE THANK YOU! I'm looking
for this book, but I don't remember the name. I really appreciate them as you have all the books presented and sorted out! It made it easier for me to find. A Dream of Armageddon by MV Wells (BBC) I woke up, I say, because the girl had stopped fanning me. I was surprised to find myself there or something of this kind,
you understand. I didn't feel I had fallen for it suddenly. I just took it up at this point. Whatever memories I have of this life, this nineteenth-century life, faded as I woke up, disappeared like a dream. I knew everything about myself, knew that my name was no longer Cooper but Hedon, and all about my position in the
world. I've forgotten a lot since I woke up – there's a connection desire – but it was all pretty clear and actually then. - Alibris HG Wells - Dream Armageddon - 1 HG Wells - Dream with Armageddon - 2Nd Canterville Ghost by Oscar Wilde (BBC) This is Oscar Wilde's story about an American family moved to a British
mansion, Canterville Chase, much to the annoyance of its tired ghost. The family – who refuses to believe in him – is Wilde's way of commenting on british nobility of the day – and Americans, too. The story, like many Wilde's, is rich in the cottage, but ends up as a sentimental romance. . . . Ghost Train by Arnold Ridley
(BBC Radio Drama) Long acts success in London and Broadway and packed with thrills, chills and laughter. In Maine near the Canadian border there's a legend of phantom locomotives sweeping through peaceful villages leaving death in its wake. Rum and narcotic strings take advantage of this and the villagers
superstition their advantages, but not as ignorant as he seems to the detective to clarify the mystery of the ghost and attendant of death. His seemingly silly actions led to concerns about evildoers and the little village and its station finally being at peace. For the sheer, creeping secret, it plays without peers. Ghost Train
Page 5 Burial Blues by W H. Auden #Poetry@best_audiobooks #W_H_Auden @best_audiobooks Stop all the watches, cut off the phone. Näytä kokonaan... Prevent the dog from barking with juicy bones,Silence the piano and with the muted drumBringing of the coffin, let the mourners come. Let the planes circle
moaning overheadSaribbling in the sky message He's dead, Put crepe bows around the white neck of the public doodle,Let traffic cops wear black cotton gloves. He was my North, my South, my East and West, My Work Week and my Sunday restMy noon, my midnight, my talk, my song; think love will last forever, I
made a mistake. Stars are not desirable now; Put out the one, Pack up the moon and dismantle the sun. Pour away the ocean and sweep up the tree; For nothing now can never come to any benefit. The story of two cities charles dickens (BBC adaptation) #Classics @best_audiobooks #Charles_Dickens
@best_audiobooks After eighteen years as a political prisoner in Bastille, the aging Doctor Manette is finally released and reunited with her daughter in England. There's the lives of two very different men, Charles Darnay, an exiled French aristocrat, and Sydney Carton, a disreputable but brilliant English lawyer, to
become enmeshed with his love of Lucie Manette. From the peaceful roads of London, they are drawn against their will to the vengeful, bloodstained streets of Paris at the height of the reign of terror, and they soon fall into the fatal shadow of La Guillotine. Shutter Island with Dennis Lehane #Mystery@best_audiobooks
#Dennis Lehane@best_audiobooks year is 1954. As killer hurricane bears relentlessly down on them, the strange thing takes on even darker, sinister shades – with hints of radical experimentation, horrific operations, and fatal countermoves made the cause of a hidden shadow of war. No one is going to escape Shutter
Island unscathed because nothing in ashecliffe hospital is remotely what it seems. Invictus by William Henley #Poetry@best_audiobooks #William_Henley@ best_audiobooks From the night that concerns me, Näytä kokonaan... Black as a Pit from pole to pole, I thank whatever the gods can befor my unconquerable soul.
In the fallen clutch circumstance I am not winced nor wept loudly. Under the bludgeonings of chanceMy's head is bloody but unbowed. Behind this place of anger and tearsstan, but in the horror of the shadow,And yet the threat yearsFinds, and will find me unafraid. It does not matter how the strait gates,How accused
penalties scroll. I am the master of my destiny: I am the master of my soul. Witches with Roald Dahl #Fantasy@best_audiobooks #Roald_Dahl @best_audiobooks's not a fairy tale. It's about real witches. Real witches don't drive brooms. They don't even wear black capes and hats. These are vile, cunning, detestable
creatures who disguise themselves as nice, ordinary ladies. So how can you tell when you face to face with one? Well, if you don't know yet you better learn fast because there's nothing witch loathe as much as children, and she'll wield all sorts of terrifying powers to get rid of them. Dr. Moreau Islands with MV Wells
#Sci_fi@best_audiobooks #H_G_Wells @best_audiobooks On a deceivingly beautiful island in the South Sea there is the sinister kingdom of Doctor Moreau. Shipwreck in this seeming paradise, sorry Prendick stumbles on wild beastly works as a sadistic doctor and enters into a bizarre and terrifying world of doctor, who
plays the evil God and mercilessly creates monstrosities of living creatures Dr. Sala Dr Moreau 01 Sala Dr Moreau 02 island Dr Moreau 03 island Dr Moreau 04 Dr Moreau 05 Suck 05 Suckablood (from short horror movies) #Poetry@best_audiobooks The dark stormy nightsa Suckblood comes About those boys and girls
who still suck their thumbs. Näytä kokonaan... This is a little Tilly caught againWith thumbs that need lessons from stepmother's cane. Since the punishment will not stop her thumbs getting wetMother calls down the curse that the girl will not forget: Suckablood, Suckablood, I ask you to comeTo slaughter my daughter
should see suck her thumb » . And without any prayers, without fedUp the dark stairs she is sent to her bed. Poor Tilly fears this house at night monsters who live here have a great appetite. She tries not to wake them up, she creeps like a mouseAnd climbs to her room at the top of the house. Just in her room, the
candles rose dimWindie and droned and the monsters looked inside Tilly craved comfort and looked at her thumbPasing «Suckablood, Suckablood, please don't come». She felt her way back without light Evil was lurking, but when did it bite? Through a house full of shadows Tilly tipped on her toesWhere reaching for
study her tiny heart froze. Because there lay her mother and next to the wallHe wrote my words in a black oily scribble: What a cute young girl is not sucking thumbSI could not eat you, so I'm taking your mom». Page 6 Of Secret Life bees with Sue Monk Kidd #Young_Adult@best_audiobooks #Sue_Monk_Kidd
@best_audiobooks The Secret Life of Bees by Sue Monk Kidd centers on lily's search for a connection with her mother who died in a tragic accident when she was a toddler. In the 1960s in South Carolina, The Secret Life of the Bees explores race, love and the idea of home in stormy times. It's a lovingly written drama
that keeps the page turning. What a great story. This is wonderful because of its simplicity, as well as the complexity of life for a young, scared runaway girl. She is very confused about the death of her mother and whether she was loved at all by her. Frightened of human cruelty, she cannot be referred to as her father. I
found it as sad as she describes growing up in the world of human inhumanity in man, mostly her confusion about white my behavior toward black people. Her world takes a different turn when she follows her instincts and meets the ladies who live in a pink house. There are surprising twists and turns. Some very sad,
some enlightened as things come full circle; and she finally understands and accepts how much she is loved. Great Book Maybe Someday by Colleen Hoover #Romance@best_audiobooks After twenty-two years, aspiring musician Sydney Blake has a great life: She's in college, working a smooth job, falling in love with
her wonderful boyfriend, Hunter, and rooming with her good friend, Tori. But everything changes when she discovers Hunter cheating on her with Tori and she is left trying to decide what to do next. Sydney is getting captivated by her mysterious neighbor, Ridge Lawson. She can't take her eyes off him or stop listening to
the daily guitar playing he performs on his balcony. She can feel the harmony and vibration of his music. And there's something about Sydney that Ridge can't ignore either: He seems to have finally found his muse. When their inevitable encounter happens, they will soon find themselves needing each other in more ways
than one... Stopping by Woods on Snowy Evening Robert Frost #Poetry@best_audiobooks #Robert_Frost @best_audiobooks which woods they are I think I know. Näytä kokonaan... His house is in the village, though; He won't see me stopping here to watch his woods filled with snow. My little horse has to think it's a
strange stop without a country house near between the woods and the frozen lake of the year's darkest evening. He gives his harness bells a shake to ask if there is any error. The only other sounds are sweeping easy wind and fluffy flake. The forests are nice, dark and deep, but I have promises to save, and miles to go
before sleep, and miles to go before I sleep. Stopping by Woods on Snowy Evening thirteen reasons Why Jay Asher #Young_Adult@best_audiobooks #Jay_Asher @best_audiobooks Clay Jensen returns home from school to find a mysterious box with his name on it lying on his porch. Inside he discovers thirteen
cassette tapes recorded by Hannah Baker, his classmate and crush, who committed suicide two weeks earlier. On the tape, Hannah explains that there are thirteen reasons why she decided to end her life. Clay is one of them. If he listens, he'll find out how he's on the list. Neverending Story by Michael Ende (part 2)
#Fantasy@best_audiobooks #Michael_Ende@best_audiobooks the story begins with a lonely boy named Bastian and a strange book that draws him into a beautiful but doomed world of Fantastica. Only a man can keep this enchanted place – giving his ruler, Childlike Empress, a new name. But a trip to her tower leads
through the lands of dragons, giants, monsters, and magic – and once Bastian begins his quest, he can never return. As he is drawn deeper into Fantastica, he must find secrets in his heart. Neverending Story by Michael Ende (part 1) #Fantasy@best_audiobooks #Michael_Ende @best_audiobooks the story begins with
a lonely boy named Bastian and a strange book that draws him to a beautiful but doomed world of Fantastica. Only a man can keep this enchanted place – giving his ruler, Childlike Empress, a new name. But Her tower leads through the lands of dragons, giants, monsters, and magic – and once Bastian begins his
quest, he can never return. As he is drawn deeper into Fantastica, he must find secrets in his heart. Only with Edgar Allan Poe #Poetry@best_audiobooks #Edgar_Allan_Poe@best_audiobooks From a childhood lesson I have not beenNäytä kokonaan ... As others were; I have not seen How others saw; I couldn't giveMy
passions out of total spring. From the same source I have not usedMy sadness; I could not awaken my heart to the joy of tone in the same tone; And all I loved, I loved alone. Then- in my childhood, the dawn of the greatest life, was preparedFrom every depth of good and badLebr, which binds me further: From the
current, or fountain,From the red rock mountain,From the sun that surrounded me rolledEesezona its autumn tone of gold,From lightning in the skyAs it passed me flying by, from thunder and storm, and cloud, which was in shape (When the rest of the sky was blue) From the demon in my view. The Godfather with Mario
Puzo (part 1) #Classics@best_audiobooks #Mario_Puzo@best_audiobooks More than thirty years ago, the classic was born. Searing the novel mafia underworld, The Godfather introduced readers to the first family of American crime fiction, the Corleones, and a powerful legacy of tradition, blood and honor that was
passed on from father to son. With its themes of seduction of power, failure greed, and family loyalty, it resonated with millions of readers around the world and became the ultimate novelist virile, a violent subculture that remains steeped in intrigue, controversy, and our collective consciousness. Page 7 If rudyard Kipling
#Poetry@best_audiobooks #Rudyard_Kipling@best_audiobooks If you can keep your head when all about you Näytä kokonaan ... Or lose yours and blaming it on you; If you can trust yourself when all the men doubt you, but take care of their doubts too: If you can wait and not tired, waiting, or, have lied about, do not
deal with lies, or hated do not give way to hating, and still do not look too good, do not talk too clever; If you can dream - and do not make dreams for your master; If you can think – and not think your goal, if you can meet with triumph and disaster and treat these two impostors just yourself: If you can be heard the truth
you have spoken twisted with knaves, to trap fools, or watch the things you gave your life, broken, and stoocon and build 'em with worn-out tools; If you can take one stack of all your winnings and risk it on one turning pitch-and-toss, and lose, and start over in your beginnings, and never breathe a word about your loss: If
you can force your heart and nerves and tendons to serve your turn long after they are gone, and so hold on when nothing to you, except will that says to them : Wait! If you can talk to and keep your morals, or walk with the Kings – not lose a common touch, If neither enemies nor loving friends can hurt you, if all men
count with you, but none too much: If you can fill an unforgivable minute with sixty seconds worth of distance race, yours is earth and all that is in it, and – which is more – you'll be a man, my son! If I Stay by Gayle Forman #Romance@best_audiobooks #Gayle_Forman@best_audiobooks choices. Seventeen-year-old
Mia faces some tough ones: Stay true to her first love-music, even if it means losing her boyfriend and leaving her family and friends behind? Then one February morning Mia goes on a drive with her family, and in an instant everything changes. Suddenly all the choices are gone, except for one. And that's the only thing
that matters. If I Stay is a heartachingly beautiful book about the power of love, the true meaning of family, and the choices we all make. Never Let Me Go with Kazuo Ishiguro #Sci_fi@best_audiobooks #Kazuo_Ishiguro @best_audiobooks As a child, Kathy – now thirty-one years old – lived in Hailsham, a private school
in the scenic English countryside, where children were sheltered from the outside world, brought up to believe that they were special and that their well-being was crucial not only to themselves but to the society they would eventually enter. Kathy has long put this idyllic past behind her, but when two of her Hailsham
friends return to their lives, she stops resisting the pull of memory. This book is great, I've read it a month ago and still can't get it out of my head... Listening to it right now and likes it very much. It is warm, but also kind of creepy. Esp. because the piece is discovered at a slow pace, these small cold details are creeping,
which contrasts with the overall heat. Well balanced though. hey, you can dm me this book it's no longer available. I need it for the school. Thank you! Näytä seuraava kommentti That Be Verse philip larkin #Poetry@best_audiobooks #Philip_Larkin @ best_audiobooks They you, your mom and Dad.Näytä kokonaan...
They may not be, but they do. They fill you with mistakes that they hadAnd add some extra, just you. But they were in their alkaline old-style hats and coats,which half-time was soppy-sternAnd half off each other's throats. I put my hands on misery for a manIt deepens like a coastal rack. Get out as best as possible,And
do not have any children yourself. This Be Verse Two Towers by J.R. Tolkien (part 1) #Fantasy@best_audiobooks #J_R_R_Tolkien@best_audiobooks Fellowship were scattered. Some were bracing hopelessly for war against the ancient evils of Sauron. Some fought the betrayal of the magician Saruman. Only Frodo
and Sam were left to carry the accursed Ring Power to be destroyed in the Mordor-Dark Kingdom, where Sauron was the highest. Their guide was Gollum, and lust filled, slave to corruption ring. Thus continues the magnificent, bestselling story of adventure began in the Fellowship Ring, which reaches its soul-stirring
climax in the return of the King. Wonderful!!! Thank you very much!!! Page 8 No one with Shel Silverstein #Poetry@best_audiobooks #Shel_Silverstein@best_audiobooks No one loves me, nobody cares, Näytä kokonaan ... Nobody cuts me peaches and pears. No one offers me candy and coke, No one listens and
laughs at me jokes. No one helps when I get into a fight, no one does all my homework at night. Nobody misses me, nobody screams, nobody thinks I'm a wonderful guy. So if you ask me who is my best friend because of the whiz, I will stand up and tell you no one is! But last night I got quite a scareI pamodos and no
one just wasn't there! I called and reached no hand,In the Dark, where no one usually stands, Then I poked through the house, in every crank and nok, but I found SOMEONE every place that I looked. I seached until I'm tired, and now by dawn, there's no doubt about it no one's gone! Dear John by Nicholas
SparksGenre: RomanceAn angry rebel, John dropped out of school and enlisted in the army without knowing what else to do with his life – until he meets the girl of his dreams, Savannah. Their mutual attraction quickly grows to the kind of love that leaves Savannah waiting for John to complete his travel duty, and John
wants to settle down with a woman who has captured his heart. From the Red Death masque to Edgar Allan Poe (BBC) Genre: HorrorHow you try to escape it, the horror has always been there While outside the abbey armored vehicles the common poor are devastated by the grisly pestilence that Prince Prospero hosts
lavish entertainment. But Red's death will not respect the comfort of the modest prince and his guests... From Red Death Page 9 Road Rage Masque: Two Novellas by Richard Matheson, Stephen King, Joe HillRoad Rage combines Richard Matheson's classic Duel and the contemporary work it inspired – two powerfilled short stories by three of the genre's most acclaimed authors. The duel, a memorable story about a driver menaced by a semi truck, was the source of Stephen Spielberg's acclaimed first film of the same name. Throttle, by Stephen King and Joe Hill, is a duel of another kind, pitting the face of a trucker against tribal
motorcycle outlaws in the simmering Nevada desert. Their struggle has been fought out on twenty miles from the most lonely road in the country, a place where the only thing worse than not knowing what you're up against is slowing down. . . . Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury (part 1) terrifyingly prophetic novels after an
enlightened future. Guy Montag is a fireman. His job is to burn books that are forbidden, which is the source of all discord and accident. Even so, Montag is miserable; there is disagreement in his marriage. Are books in his house? The mechanical greyhound of the Fire Department, armed with lethal hypodermic,
accompanied by helicopters, is ready to track down those dissidents who defy the public to save and read books. A classic dystopian novel after an enlightened future, Fahrenheit 451 stands alongside Orwell's 1984 and Huxley's Brave New World as a prophetic account of Western civilization's enslavement with media,
drugs and conformity. The perks of being a Wallflower with Stephen Chbosky Charlie are freshman. And while he's not the biggest geek in school, he's by no means popular. Shy, introspective, intelligent after his years yet socially awkward, he is a wallflower, caught between trying to live his life and trying to run out of it.
Being Wallflower Perks is a deeply influenced coming-of-age story that will spirit you back to those wild and hearty roller coaster days known as growing up. спасибо и вправду эта коммюнити бест Great book! They call it the new Catcher with Rye, but honestly I liked this one a lot more. the film is also very well done.
Fellowship Ring by J.R. Tolkien (part 1) Frodo Baggins knew the Ringwraiths were looking for him – and the Ring Power he bore would allow Sauron to destroy everything that was good for Middle-earth. Now it was up to Frodo and his faithful servant Sam to make the Ring, where it could be detroyed – in the very center
of Sauron's dark realm. Uploaded at the participant's request. Despite the perfect reader, there are some problems with the order of sounding. Many parts of the audiobooks are mixed with each other, and this makes listening very confusing! If you don't watch the movie you won't get what's going on! Just illustration: 14
part of the audiobook ends with Sam's words I feel as if I were inside the song. If you take my sense . (226 pages). But part 15 begins with Galadriel's Do you now want to watch Frodo? (234 pages). The gap between these two scenes somehow got into the middle of the 14th part of the audiobook. As I said,
embarrassing! Näytä seuraava kommentti And then there was no one with Agatha Christie Ten people, each with something to hide and something to fear, are invited to a lonely mansion on an Indian island with a host who does not appear but leaves a record accusing all undetected murder. Cut off on his orders, one
each dies under the nursery rhyme of Ten Little Indians. Confessions in the bottle solve how no one stays alive. это 10 негритят под политкорректным названием :/ Jonathan Livingston's ied with Richard Bach (part 1) This is a story about people who follow their hearts and make their own rules... people who get
special pleasure from doing something right, even if only for themselves... people who know there's more to this life than meeting the eye: they'll be right there with flying higher and faster than ever they dreamed. Perfect Chemistry with Simone Elkeles (part 1)When Brittany Ellis walks chemistry in class on the first day of
the senior year, she has no idea that her carefully created perfect life is going to unravel before her eyes. She is forced to be a lab partner with Alex Fuentes, a gang member on the other side of the city, and he is going to threaten everything she has worked so hard for: her impeccable reputation, her relationship with her
boyfriend, and the secret that her home life is anything but perfect. Alex is a bad boy and he knows it. So when he takes a bet with his friends to lure Brittany into his life, he thinks nothing of it. But soon Alex realizes Brittany is a real person with real problems, and suddenly but he arrogance turns into something much
more. In a passionate story about looking below the surface, Simone Elkeles breaks through stereotypes and obstacles that threaten to keep Brittany and Alex apart. Dead Zone by Stephen King (part 1) Johnny, a little boy who skated at the break-speed accident, that for one horrific moment plunged him into the Dead
Zone. Johnny Smith, a small town teacher who spun the wheel of fortune and won a four-and-a-half year trip to the Dead Zone. John Smith, who awoke from an untemed coma with incriminating power— the power to see the future and the terrible fate that awaits humanity in the Death Zone. Mark Four with Arthur Conan
Doyle (part 1) Yellow fog is shaking through the streets of London, and Sherlock Holmes himself sits in a cocaine-induced haze until the arrival of a distressed and beautiful young lady forces a great detective into action. Every year, following her father's strange disappearance, Miss Morstan has received the gift of a rare
and bright pearl. Now, on the day she is invited to meet her anonymous benefactor, she consults with Holmes and Watson. Uploaded at the participant's request. Study Scarlet by Arthur Conan Doyle (part 1) In the debut of literature's most famous sleuth, a dead man has been discovered in a bloodstained room in
Brixton. The only clues are a wedding ring, a gold watch, a pocket edition of Boccaccio's Decameron, and a word of scrawled blood on the wall. With this investigation begins the partnership of Sherlock Holmes and Dr Watson. Their search for the killer reveals the story of love and revenge and heralds the secrets of
franchise detectives starring the outrageous Holmes. The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle by Haruki Murakami (part 1) Japan's most valued writer now vaults into the first ranks of international fiction writers with this heroic imaginative novel, which is an instantly detective story, into mourning marriage, and the exocult buried
secrets of World War II. In a tokyo suburb, a young man named Toru Okada searches for his wife's missing cat. he finds himself looking for his wife as well as the netherworld, which lies beneath the calm surface of Tokyo. As these looking intersect, Okada encounters a bizarre group of allies and antagonists: psychic
prostitutes; a mischievous yet mediocre politician; happy morbid sixteen year old girl; and aging war veteran who has constantly changed with the acoscious things he witnessed during Japan's forgotten campaign of Manchuria.Gripping, prophetic, suffused by comedy and menace, wind-up bird chronicle is a tour de force
equal scope masterpieces of Mishima and Pynchon.Three books in one volume: Thieving Magpie, Bird as the Prophet, Birdcatcher. This Translation by Jay Rubin is in collaboration with the author. Author.
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